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                                noraplan®

                                                             noraplan® lona

                                                            When it comes to finding inspiration, look no further than where you stand. noraplan® lona brings every room to life with the energy of an artist’s studio, creating workspaces that excite and engage the senses. Utilizing newly developed technology that allows for a virtually unlimited range of unique designs, noraplan® lona harnesses the essence of creativity. The splashes and droplets come together to form patterns that capture the momentum of artistic expression. Every floor is a canvas waiting to be brought to life. Let noraplan® lona set the mood for an environment of bold experimentation and innovative new approaches. Discover the freedom to express your building’s character.
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                                noracare™ seneo
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                Key Features 

	Good for heavy usage
	High footfall sound absorption (6-8 dB)
	R10-slip resistance
	Free of PVC, other halogenated polymers and phthalate plasticizers
	Increased safety thanks to high fire-retardant properties
	No welding required
	No coatings needed


Rubber flooring in a filigree design with contrasting colors and accents. Silk-matte surface with subtle texture and visual depth.
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                             Design Your Own Room


                            Use our or your own room scenes for a virtual installation with nora floorings. Play and compare. Share your ideas or download your selection for your CAD program.

                            
                                Design a room
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    Add to sample request
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        Back to the product
        Go to your order request
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                    Brochure noraplan lona

                

                
                    noraplan  - PDF,
                    English international -
                    1,2 MB
                

            
    

    
            
                
                
                    TDS noraplan lona

                

                
                    noraplan - PDF,
                    English international -
                    1,89 MB
                

            
    

    
            
                
                
                    Installation recommendations noraplan

                

                
                    noraplan - PDF,
                    English -
                    472 KB
                

            
    

    
            
                
                
                    NCS noraplan lona

                

                
                    noraplan - PDF,
                    English international -
                    16 KB
                

            
    

    
            
                
                
                    DOP noraplan ... (convia, linee, lona, sentica, signa, stone, unita, valua)

                

                
                    noraplan - PDF,
                    English -
                    221 KB
                

            
    

    
            
                
                
                    EPD noraplan standard

                

                
                    EPDs<br />noraplan - PDF,
                    English international -
                    1,26 MB
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        Greenguard Gold
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        Austrian eco-label
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        Byggvarubedömningen
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        EPDs from Institut Bauen und Umwelt e.V.
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        Indoor Air Comfort Gold
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        Cradle to Cradle Certified® Silver
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        Singapore Green Building Product
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                    Installation & Maintenance 
                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Installation

Successful rubber floor installation is a combination of high-quality floor covering, proper subfloor preparation and skillful workmanship. nora installation guides provide all the information you need to help ensure that your rubber floor installation will look great and perform well for years to come.


more information >

                            

                            
                                Care

Your nora rubber flooring requires no finishing, waxing or sealing. All nora floor coverings have a dense, nonporous and dirt-repellant surface—eliminating the need to use unfriendly, harsh cleaning chemicals. Understanding how to properly clean and maintain your new rubber floor, even by using just water, will help you keep it looking attractive for years to come. Follow the tips below and download the specific care guide for your application.

more information >
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    Article 166B


    	Format:	 Sheet	
                        [image: Article 166B 266B]
            
	Thickness:	 2.0 mm
	Dimension:	 ~1.22 m x 15.0 m
	 nora® profile connection dimension: A + U





                        

                        
                            

    Article 266B


    	Format:	 Tile	
                        [image: Article 166B 266B]
            
	Thickness:	 2.0 mm
	Dimension:	 ~610 mm x 610 mm
	 nora® profile connection dimension: A + U
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                Karamzin School: Pleasant indoor air with nora rubber floorings 
            
        


    
                Finland (Espoo)

                nora® nTx, norament® 926 arago, noraplan® lona | Education
    


        As the older part of Karamzin School had been struggling with indoor air problems for some time,
it underwent an extensive renovation and was recommissioned
in August 2019 with low-emission rubber floorings from nora. 
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                Duesseldorf Central Library: On the right track 
            
        


    
                Germany (Dusseldorf)

                noraplan® lona | Public Buildings
    


        Düsseldorf has a new cultural highlight: The former 
post office building on Konrad-Adenauer-Platz (KAP 1) 
has been renovated over four years to create a modern 
cultural and educational centre
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                                        noraplan® signa

                                    
                                    
                                        Rubber flooring with a changing base colour consisting of three harmoniously matched colour components and characteristic granule inclusions. Available in smooth or reflectionbreaking surface.
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                                        noraplan® sentica

                                    
                                    
                                        Rubber floor covering with a changing base colour of harmoniously matched colour components.
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                                        norament® 926 satura

                                    
                                    
                                        Rubber flooring for extremely heavy traffic areas, with hammerblow surface and tone-in-tone granular design
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                                        norament® 926 kivo

                                    
                                    
                                        Rubber floor covering with irregular grain design and a slightly structured two-tone
surface for high demands.
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                                        norament® 926 castello

                                    
                                    
                                        Rubber floor covering with slightly structured two-tone surface combined with an
irregular grain design and modern marbling for maximum demands. No two tiles
are the same – each tile is totally unique.
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                    About

                    nora systems GmbH develops, produces and markets resilient rubber floors under the brand name nora. Headquartered in Weinheim, Germany, nora has been shaping the development of rubber floor coverings for over 60 years as a leading manufacturer worldwide. 

nora recognizes its social responsibility toward the environment and its commitment to sustainability. For years, the company has given environmental stewardship the same priority as all other company objectives as it makes and sells products that are as ecologically compatible as possible in terms of content, manufacturing, use and disposal.
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                    	nora nTx - revolutionary fast installation
	New Interior Design Studio - create your own interior look
	Interface
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